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Golf continues to be one of the most prominent
sports in Australia. It is not only Australia’s number
one participant sport, with 1.3 million people or 
8.2% of the population playing, but as an industry it
directly employs over 20,000 people, generates over 
$1.1 billion in club revenue and raises over $18 million
for charities each year.

Australian golfers are achieving outstanding results at
the international level. Eleven Australian male golfers
are ranked in the top 80 golfers in the world and 19
Australians held full playing rights on the US Tour in
2004. In amateur golf, both individuals and teams
have recorded excellent results over the last two
years, with the highlight being the victory of Nick
Flanagan in the 2003 US Amateur Championship.
Australia is the number two ranked golfing nation in
the world behind the USA.

At a time when Australian golf is achieving so much
success, the sport is also facing a number of
challenges. Golf club memberships are declining
while social participation is increasing. This makes it
essential that the Australian golf club industry is fully
armed with information that will assist it in dealing
with the challenges ahead. 

The AUSTRALIAN GOLF INDUSTRY REPORT - 2004
is the most informative research report written on the
industry to date. It builds on the inaugural 2002
report and contains additional material in a number of
important club operating areas. As golf clubs are now
very much a business, the information in this report
will help guide management and committees in club
operations, enabling them to measure themselves
against their peers. 

The Australian Golf Union would again like to express
our sincere gratitude to Ernst & Young, our partners 
in producing this report. Ernst & Young are making 
a significant contribution to golf in Australia by
undertaking a number of important research projects
and we appreciate the effort and time they have put
into the industry.

I commend the AUSTRALIAN GOLF INDUSTRY
REPORT - 2004 to the golf industry and trust that
everyone who reads it will find it an essential and
valuable resource. 

Peter Spence
President 
Australian Golf Union
December 2004
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The Australian Golf Union (AGU) is the governing
body for golf in Australia. It is acknowledged as such
by the Royal and Ancient Golf Club of St Andrews
(R&A) and, under the R&A’s authority, is responsible
for the Rules of Golf and Amateur Status in Australia.

The AGU organises and controls many of Australia’s
major championships, including the Hillross Australian
Open, the Australian Amateur, the Australian
Foursome Championship, the Interstate Teams and
Colts Matches, the Australian Junior and Junior
Interstate Series, the Senior Amateur Championship,
and the Angostura Australian Club Teams
Championship.

The AGU also conducts extensive elite and grass
roots development programs and is a supporter 
of the Australian Institute of Sport Golf Program,
comprising national training camps aimed at
emerging talent and a National Squad of
approximately 15 players.

At the grass roots level, the AGU coordinates a 
number of junior activities, including Australia’s most
comprehensive junior program — Go-Go Golf, the Golf
for Schools Program, the Indigenous Golf Program,
National Coaching Accreditation Scheme Course and
Get into Golf resources. Also at the grass roots level,
the AGU, PGA, PGA Tour of Australasia and WGA have
formed a joint committee to coordinate The First Tee
program in Australia. 

In addition, the AGU controls the national course
rating and handicapping systems. To support these
systems, the AGU has developed GOLF Link, a major
project that provides substantial services and benefits
to not only golf clubs, but to all golfers in Australia.
GOLF Link is a world first national computerised golf
administration system that links all golfers in Australia. 

The AGU has recently launched a new program called
Golf Access Australia (GAA), which aims to link social
and club golf by providing a pathway from social
participation to club membership. Under GAA, the
AGU plans to assist and support golf clubs through 
a variety of nationally coordinated club development
initiatives.

The AGU also coordinates a number of other
programs and activities on behalf of Australian golfers
and produces a wide range of resources and
publications. For further information visit the AGU
website, www.agu.org.au.

Ernst & Young
Ernst & Young is pleased to co-publish the Australian
Golf Industry Report - 2004 with the AGU. We 
could not produce this report without its continued
support and its acknowledgement of the value 
and importance of industry research as clubs face
increasing operational challenges. 

This report is a significant addition to the volume of
research now available on Australia’s golf industry
and provides detail equivalent to that available in
leading golf markets around the world. Beginning 
with the inaugural report in 2002, followed by the
Australian Golfer Survey in 2003, the Australian
industry has started to catch up to its leisure industry
counterparts in understanding how its businesses
work and what its customers want. 

It is no secret that the industry is facing increasing
challenges. One of these challenges is the declining
availability of skilled and knowledgeable volunteer
committee members.The information provided in this
report gives golf clubs a tool which management can
refer to when making decisions about their operations.

Just as businesses come and go, so do golf clubs,
particularly those that do not benefit from the high
demand levels that enable operational efficiencies
and those in markets where there are not sufficient
people to draw golfers from. These are some of the
realities that many clubs are now facing.

Ernst & Young looks forward to continuing to assist
administrative bodies and individual clubs as we
move further into the 21st century.

Jeff Blunden
Ernst & Young
December 2004

PREAMBLE
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SECTION 1 INTRODUCTION



This section introduces the report, outlining the methodology used, the survey response rate and the
survey sample, detailed by state, course type and annual fee level. Section 1 also contains a review 
of recent national membership trends and the club benchmark checklist.



The Australian Golf Industry Report - 2004 is the
culmination of an ongoing partnership between 
the Australian Golf Union and Ernst & Young. As 
the industry continues to face growing operating
challenges in the 21st century, both organisations
continue to promote the importance of research, 
that allows industry stakeholders to make informed
decisions. 

The annual commitment to a golf club membership
has been showing signs of decreasing appeal for
some time as social habits change, and recreational
time shrinks. This has had a significant impact on 
golf clubs where costs are largely fixed and prosperity
generally relies on the benefits obtained from
efficiencies of size and scale combined with reliable
income streams. 

In line with the AGU’s and Ernst & Young’s
commitment to improving the knowledge base of the
Australian golf club community, the golf club industry
was surveyed two years after the 2002 report. The
aim of the survey is to provide information that can 
be used by club decision makers when assessing
their operations.

The Australian Golf Industry Report - 2004 adds
another layer of detail to that provided in the
inaugural report of 2002, providing more useable, and
some previously un-researched, industry information. 

Areas covered in the report include:

! Club Membership Overview, addressing:
Joining and annual fees, membership, reciprocity,
green fees, golf carts, competitions, rounds played

! Club Membership Numbers, addressing:
Current levels, desired levels, vacancies

! Financial Performance, addressing:
Revenue and expenditure, employment, and
salaries

! Corporate Governance, addressing:
Committee members, female representation,
constitutional amendments

! Other Issues, addressing:
Charity donations, pro shop operations, food and
beverage, course development

! Junior golf; addressing:
Junior numbers and Junior programs

! National Golf Participation

The report interprets these key indicators, 
with benchmarks provided by a number of 
categories including:

! Club membership levels;

! Annual fee levels;

! Number of annual rounds played;

! Course location (state, regional, metropolitan); and

! Course type (private, semi-private, 
public, resort).

The information presented in this report will benefit 
all connected with the industry. With more research
now available than ever before, the industry is able 
to make more informed decisions when facing the
challenges of the 21st century. 

Suppliers to the golf industry will also find a wealth 
of information in this report giving them further insight
into areas of interest.

SECTION 1 INTRODUCTION
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Report Methodology
The methodology used to analyse the 2004 survey
data is similar to that used in the 2002 report. The
data presented in this report is based on the key
financial operating factors that largely define golf club
operations. Feedback received from 2002 suggested
that the report needed to be equally useful to all
types of golf operations, a sizeable challenge given
the variety of golf operations across the country.
Nevertheless, with this outcome in mind, the
consistent factors across all golf clubs are again the
point of focus when assessing club operations. These
factors are detailed below.

Club membership numbers 

Clubs are divided into four categories based on
membership numbers. The categories are:

Category 1: Up to 300 members

Category 2: 301 - 700 members

Category 3: 701 - 1200 members

Category 4: More than 1200 members

Annual fees

Determination of the annual fee categories is based
on the profile of 2004 survey respondents, while also
allowing for comparison to 2002 survey results. As a
certain level of commonality generally exists in clubs
with similar annual fee profiles, analysis is based on
this similarity to ensure the relevance of the findings
to readers of this report. One important addition is
category 7 in the list below. The addition of this
category allows for greater depth of analysis at the
top end of the market. The annual fee categories are:

Category 1: Up to $100;

Category 2: $101 - $249

Category 3: $250 - $499

Category 4: $500 - $999

Category 5: $1000 - $1499

Category 6: $1500 - $1999

Category 7: Greater than $2000

Annual rounds

Annual rounds played is the key measure of golf
course demand. As many ancillary revenues are
dependent on member frequency (measured as
rounds played), analysis is also provided by this
measure, in the following categories:

Category 1: Less than 3,000 rounds

Category 2: 3,000 - 15,000 rounds

Category 3: 15,001 - 30,000 rounds

Category 4: 30,001 - 45,000 rounds

Category 5: More than 45,000 rounds

Public green fee

The final major measure used throughout this report
is the public green fee. This measure allows for the
comparison of clubs against others who offer similar
pricing.

! Less than $15

! $16 - $25

! $26 - $40

! $41 - $60

! $61 - $80

! More than $80

Analysis by other methods is also used 
where appropriate, including: 

! Analysis by state;

! Analysis by course type 
(private, semi private, public, or resort);

! Analysis by course location 
(metropolitan or country);

! Analysis by level of concern (specific issues).
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Survey Responses
A total of 1,544 surveys were mailed to all affiliated
golf clubs in May 2004 and 650 responses were
received by the AGU within the required time period.
The survey response rate is detailed by state and
region in the following table. 

Note: ACT and NT Clubs are included within NSW and SA

respectively.

It is pleasing to see a slightly improved response rate
to the 2004 survey, up from 42% in 2002. Points
worth noting are:

! With active encouragement from the Victorian 
Golf Association, Victorian clubs showed significant
support for this research initiative.

! The response from clubs in regional Queensland
was somewhat disappointing, particularly given the
recent focus on the health of the golf industry in the
state. 

! In a majority of cases, lower responses were
generated from country-based clubs when
compared to 2002.

The response to this survey should be a concern 
for all state administration bodies, given the challenges
being experienced in club operations. It is hoped that
reports such as this demonstrate the value of industry
research initiatives and that in future years healthy
response rates will be achieved in all states.

State Metropolitan Country Total
Clubs Clubs Clubs

NSW 48% 38% 40%

QLD 49% 28% 32%

SA 57% 37% 40%

TAS n/a 46% 46%

VIC 66% 72% 70%

WA 76% 18% 24%

Total 59% 41% 44%

Survey Sample

Course type

Following the 2002 report it became apparent that a
more accurate assessment of the reliance of private
courses on public play needed to be determined. This
has been achieved by adding the semi-private course
category to the 2004 survey. The following table
summarises the national course mix as indicated by
survey responses.

The significant number of clubs classified as semi-
private confirms the industry’s current reliance on
public participation as membership levels decline
across the country. The clubs more likely to be
classified as semi-private are those with smaller

membership bases and lower annual fees as
revenues from these sources don’t fully meet the
annual needs of club operations. A more detailed
review of the characteristics of these courses,
including areas such as green fees and
member/public round mix, is provided later in 
this report.

Annual fee category
The assessment of the survey sample by annual fee
category reveals that over 80% of clubs have annual
fees less than $1,000 per annum. Approximately two
thirds of clubs are operate with annual fees of less
than $500, predominantly smaller semi-private and
public facilities.

State Private Semi-Private Public Resort Total

VIC 18% 55% 24% 3% 100%

NSW 17% 60% 20% 3% 100%

QLD 11% 71% 10% 8% 100%

SA 22% 32% 44% 2% 100%

WA 26% 42% 25% 7% 100%

TAS 48% 52% – – 100%

Total 19% 55% 22% 4% 100%

Annual Fee Private Semi-Private Public Resort Total

<$100 13% 22% 57% – 27%

$100-$249 7% 20% 25% 9% 18%

$250-$499 14% 27% 10% 5% 20%

$500-$999 10% 24% 8% 22% 18%

$1,000-$1,499 16% 4% – 18% 6%

$1,500-$1,999 19% 3% – 14% 6%

$2,000 > 21% – – 31% 5%

Total 100% 100% 100% 100% 100%
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Review of GOLF Link Data
Now in its sixth year of operation, the GOLF Link
handicapping network is operational at over 600 golf
clubs throughout Australia. Approximately 330,000
members are registered in the system and
approximately 27 million competition rounds have
already been processed.

Since this data was last analysed in 2002 there has
been little change in national handicap trends. The
key points are as follows:

! The average male handicap is 18.0, 0.1 below the
average recorded in 2002.

! The average female handicap is 29.1. This is 1.6
higher than the average in 2002, as an increasing
number of females have been captured in the GOLF
Link system.

! The age category with the lowest average
handicaps is 18-30 for both males and females. In
this age group the average male handicap is 14.1
and the average female handicap 21.2.

! 3% of males and 1% of females have a handicap
lower than 4.5.

! 23% of males and 5% of females have a handicap
of less than 12.5.

! 70% of males have handicaps between 
13 and 27.

! 55% of females have a handicap between 
28 and 45.
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Clubs to complete 
Club Data Calculation Example My Benchmark Benchmark 

Answer Club - By Annual Fees - By No. Members

A Number of members 600

B Annual fee $500

C Joining fee $500

D Annual fee multiple (AFM) = B ÷ C 1.0

E Do you have joining fee payment options? Yes

F How many stages of membership? 2

G How many reciprocal rights clubs? 4

H Annual rounds played 25,000 

I Desired rounds played 30,000

J Course capacity = H ÷ I 83%

K What is the % of member rounds? 90%

L Rounds played per member = (H x K) ÷ A 37.5

M Member yield = B ÷ L $13.33

N Do you have annual fee payment options? Yes

O Do you have a food and beverage levy? Yes

P What is the food and beverage levy amount? $100

Q What is the member introduced (MI) green fee? $20

R Discount MI green fee to member yield (%) = (Q - M) ÷ M 50%

S What is the public green fee? $25

T % public premium over member yield = (S - M) ÷ M 88%

U % MI discount to public fee = (S - Q) ÷ Q 25%

V Do you have golf carts? If yes, how many? 10 

W Who controls the carts? (club or professional) Club controlled

X If club controlled, are they owned or leased? Owned

Y Cart per member ratio (per 100 members) = (V ÷ A) x 100 1.6

Z Is personal cart use allowed? Yes

AA Do you have a personal cart levy? Yes

AB How many cart rounds are played annually? 5,000

Club Benchmark Checklist
The following checklist is provided for clubs to calculate and record their own benchmarks and then measure them
against comparable golf clubs.
All benchmarks listed below are discussed in detail in the report. It is recommended that this page be copied and the
table completed as the reader works through the report. These benchmarks are the key drivers to club operations and
will become standard measures in future surveys.
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Clubs to complete 
Club Data Calculation Example My Benchmark Benchmark 

Answer Club - By Annual Fees - By No. Members

AC Cart utilisation See page 35 45% 

AD What is your member cart hire fee? $25

AE Average revenue per cart =(Cart income ÷ V) $12,500

AF What is your club competition fee? $5.00

AG Average competition round time 4 hrs

AH What is the club tee time interval? 7 mins

AI Do you host a weekly open day? Yes

AJ Do you know your member age mix? Yes

AK What is your desired membership level? 800

AL Club capacity = A ÷ AK 75%

AM What is your financial reporting period? July - June

AN How do you treat joining fees? (revenue or capital) Take into revenues

AO General manager salary 60,000

AP Superintendent salary 50,000

AQ Club professional salary/retainer 30,000

AR Size of club committee 9

AS Do you have female board members? Yes

AT How many female board members? 2

AU Do you have any restrictions on board terms? Yes

If yes, how long? - Executive committee 3 years

- General committee 4 years

AV Do you require minimum terms of service? No

AW What is the % vote required 
to amend the club constitution? 65%

AX Who operates the pro shop? (club or professional) Club

AY What type of meals do you offer? (full, light, none) Light snacks

AZ Who operates the food facilities? (club, 3rd party) 3rd party

BA Do you offer credit card facilities? Yes 

BB Do you have EFTPOS facilities? Yes

BC Do you have an Internet connection from the club? Yes

BD Do you have an interactive website? No

BE Do you offer direct debit facilities? No

Notes: Profit and loss, employment and age mix benchmarks are not included in this checklist and should be completed as a separate exercise.

How to use these benchmarks
Having completed this table each benchmark should now
be assessed. The performance of each individual club 
vs that of the market should be reviewed, determining
whether performance is above or below that of their
peers. Please note, being below a benchmark is not 

necessarily an indicator of poor performance. Each club’s
circumstances will differ and valid reasons for variances
may exist. It is the identification and understanding of
these reasons that is the key outcome from this exercise.



The 1970’s 

The decade began with 1,244 course-based golf clubs and
approximately 312,000 members.

Total membership numbers grew by 16% over the period as
the average annual membership growth reached 2% across
the country.

By 1980, 51 new clubs had been established, taking the
total number of golf clubs in Australia to 1,295.

The 1980’s 

Growth in Australia-wide membership numbers was
significant, with a 26% increase recorded in the 10-year
period, taking total club membership numbers to
approximately 455,600.

Queensland was the main source of club growth, with 33
new clubs established, a 17% increase over the 10 year
period, more than double the national average of 7%. 

By 1990 total golf club numbers had reached 1,386.

SECTION 1
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NATIONAL CLUB MEMBERSHIP REVIEW
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National Club Membership History
The Australian Golf Industry Report - 2002 provided a detailed assessment of the 
history of membership growth within Australian golf. Highlights noted included:

National Club Membership Summary
2000 2001 2002 2003 % change 2000 to 2003

New South Wales Male 163,336 159,680 155,670 153,686 (6%)

Female 36,991 36,944 36,971 36,323 (2%)

Total 200,327 196,624 192,641 190,009 (5%)

Victoria Male 99,180 98,233 96,094 96,443 (3%)

Female 28,984 28,977 28,996 28,483 (2%)

Total 128,164 127,210 125,090 124,926 (3%)

Queensland Male 63,452 63,423 63,949 63,063 (1%)

Female 15,354 15,347 15,490 15,393 0%

Total 78,806 78,770 79,439 78,456 0%

South Australia Male 29,713 28,551 27,588 26,613 (10%)

Female 8,070 8,085 8,080 7,218 (11%)

Total 37,783 36,636 35,668 33,831 (10%)

Western Australia Male 22,944 22,220 22,055 21,832 (5%)

Female 7,648 8,740 8,738 7,537 (1%)

Total 30,592 30,960 30,793 29,369 (4%)

Tasmania Male 10,762 10,292 10,191 10,226 (5%)

Female 3,251 3,260 3,262 2,980 (8%)

Total 14,013 13,552 13,453 13,206 (6%)

Total Male 389,387  79.5% 382,399  79.0% 375,547  78.7% 371,863  79.2% (5%)
Female 100,298  20.5% 101,353  21.0% 101,537  21.3% 97,934  20.8% (2%)

Total 489,685 483,752 477,084 469,797 (4%)
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Trends by region

In terms of male membership numbers, it is generally
found that the regional clubs that have suffered the
most with a drop of over 5% since 2000, compared
to the 3% average decline seen in metropolitan areas.
The trends by state are illustrated in the following
graphs.

Conclusions 
The information above clearly shows that club
membership numbers are under pressure as
membership continues to decline from the highs of
the late 1990s. The decline has steadied somewhat
since 2001, however the challenge continues to be
the retention of male members. The male markets
most under pressure are: SA (both metropolitan 
and regional), metropolitan QLD, regional WA and
regional NSW. SA and TAS are also feeling 
heightened pressure in female numbers.

As clubs face increasing costs of club operations in
the current day, awareness of wider industry 
trends is vital as clubs compete at a micro level for
golfer demand. 
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The 1990’s

Growth in total course-based club numbers slowed
significantly.

Non-course based, social clubs started growing in popularity
with registered social club numbers growing by 100% to
approximately 10,000 members in 2000.  

Total club numbers reached 1,741 as Victorian Golf Pass and
NSW Golf League clubs received affiliation.

Total affiliated golf club memberships peaked at 500,000 
in 1998.

2000 - 2003

Since 2000 national membership numbers have steadily
declined by 4% to approximately 470,000 in 2003 with 
the largest declines evident in South Australia, Tasmania 
and NSW.

National club membership levels amongst males have
dropped by 4.5% since 2000, largely fuelled by the 
declines seen in South Australia and NSW. 

National female membership levels declining by 2.4% 
over the same period with South Australia and Tasmania 
the largest contributors to this fall.
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This section summarises the inclusions found in the full report. Five sections have been condensed into one
section, providing an overview of some of the report findings.
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Joining Fees
Joining fees for many clubs are a luxury but are
welcome additions to club revenues when achieved.
Survey results found that approximately 60% of clubs
are now able to charge a joining fee, up from
approximately 50% in 2001. 

The ability to charge joining fees is largely related to
the demand for club membership, current capacity
and the level of immediate competition. The impact of
these drivers is demonstrated in the resulting annual
fee charged and it is therefore appropriate to analyse
joining fees by club annual fees.

The following table summarises the percentage of
clubs that have been able to charge joining fees.

Club capacity, as indicated by survey respondents, 
is included in the table above to illustrate that it is
possible to charge a joining fee despite clubs not
being at capacity. As clubs seek to grow their revenue
streams, charging a joining fee should be considered
and not rejected purely due to available capacity.

Annual fee multiple

A reliable benchmark for joining fees is the
relationship to annual fees. This is known as the
Annual Fee Multiple (AFM). The following table
summarises this measure, identifying AFMs currently
in place by annual fee category. A state reference has
been added to pick up the different levels of
competition that exist across the country.

Payment options

As joining fees increase, approximately 50% of golf
clubs are offering alternative payment options that
may better suit member cashflows. The following
table summarises these clubs by joining fee category
and number of members.

It is recommended that all clubs consider this as 
a method of encouraging new members to join by
minimising the initial hurdle of joining a golf club.

% clubs with Average 
Annual Fees joining fee club capacity

< $100 39% 60%

$100-$249 58% 60%

$250-$499 53% 72%

$500-$999 73% 79%

$1,000-$1,999 92% 89%

$2,000 > 97% 89%

Average 59% 75%

Joining fee % clubs offering 
joining fee payment options

< $100 23%

$100-$499 50%

$500-$999 69%

$1000-$1499 63%

$1500-$2499 62%

$2500-$4999 64%

$5000 > 55%

Average 46%

Number of Members % clubs offering 
joining fee payment options

< 300 18%

301 - 700 51%

701 - 1200 67%

1200 > 60%

Average 46%

Annual fee multiple
Annual Fees VIC NSW QLD SA WA TAS Average

< $100 0.9 0.8 0.6 0.7 0.9 1.1 0.9

$100-$249 0.4 0.7 0.7 0.8 0.5 0.4 0.6

$250-$499 0.9 0.8 0.7 0.4 0.5 0.2 0.8

$500-$999 0.7 0.9 1.1 1.8 0.6 – 1.0

$1,000-$1,499 2.1 2.0 2.6 1.5 2.1 – 2.0

$1,500-$1,999 2.1 2.8 3.3 3.3 3.1 – 2.7

$2,000 > 2.9 3.9 1.0 – 3.3 – 3.2
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Annual Member Fees
Annual fees are the lifeblood of most Australian golf
clubs. Accounting for up to 70% of club income, they
provide the bulk of the funding required to operate a
golf club. 

The 2004 survey found that almost 50% of clubs
charge fees of less than $250 per year, ensuring that
club-based golf continues to be a very affordable
recreational activity.

The following table summarises the current spread 
of annual fees and the average membership sizes by
fee category.

As is the case with joining fees, annual membership
fees are largely reflective of club demand levels.
Movement in annual fees can have a significant
impact on club finances and therefore the patterns
evident in this area are important.

Key findings from the 2004 survey include:

! On average, little movement has been seen in
annual fees since 2001.

! Growth in fees has been achieved at the high end
of the market, as annual fees have fallen at the
lower and middle levels.

! Above average growth has been seen in regional
areas with lower membership numbers, however
fee growth has been from a fee base up to 80%
lower than that in metropolitan areas.

The following table summarises the movement in
annual fees from 2001 to 2004 by annual fee category.

Recent fee increases

In order to more accurately record recent annual fee
trends, the 2004 survey sought information on the
most recent fee increases. Forty per cent of clubs
reported that they were unable to achieve a fee
increase in their last financial year. This was
particularly the case for clubs at the lower end of 
the fee scale.

Of the 60% that did secure a fee increase, just over
one third of clubs reported an increase of 1% to 5%.
These were predominantly clubs at the higher end of
the fee scale, likewise for those that achieved
increases above 5%. 

When measured on a regional basis, 48% of country-
based clubs did not increase their annual fee
compared to only 17% of metropolitan-based clubs,
demonstrating the generally more favourable supply-
demand balance that exists in metropolitan areas.

These findings are illustrated in the following graph:

Annual Fee % of clubs Average members

< $100 28% 69

$100-$249 20% 330

$250-$499 21% 526

$500-$999 15% 785

$1,000-$1,499 8% 1,058

$1,500-$1,999 3% 1,269

$2,000 > 5% 1,091

Annual Fee 2001 2004 % change

< $100 $56 $59 +5%

$100-$249 $165 $161 (2%)

$250-$499 $365 $353 (3%)

$500-$999 $699 $664 (5%)

$1,000-$1,499 $1,242 $1,245 0%

$1,500-$1,999 $1,704 $1,731 +2%

$2,000 > $2,182 $2,436 +12%

% fee increases achieved in last financial year by annual fee category % fee increases achieved in last financial year by annual fee category 

100% --

75% --

50% --

25% --

0% --

100% --

75% --

50% --

25% --

0% --

No increaseNo increase 1%-5% increase1%-5% increase

6%-10% increase6%-10% increase 10%> increase10%> increase

 <$100 $100 $250 $500 $1,000 $1,500 $2,000> Total
        -$249 -$499 -$999 -$1,499 -$1,999
 <$100 $100 $250 $500 $1,000 $1,500 $2,000> Total
        -$249 -$499 -$999 -$1,499 -$1,999

Annual fees Annual fees 
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Annual Rounds
Annual rounds played, along with membership
numbers and annual fees, are a key measure used in
the assessment of golf club operations. The number
of rounds played impacts a number of areas within
club operations and should be a figure that all clubs
closely monitor.

Approximately 30% of clubs did not report annual
rounds played in the 2004 survey. These clubs 
ranged from small regional clubs through to
nationally-ranked metropolitan clubs which are
multimillion dollar businesses. For clubs to make
more informed decisions about future operations, it 
is imperative that all clubs put in place systems to
track rounds played as significant knowledge can 
be extracted from this information.

Total number of rounds played

The annual rounds played data from each club, 
along with club membership numbers, allows the
calculation of the average number of rounds played
on a per member basis. Extrapolation of this number
over total recorded membership numbers in Australia
enables the number of annual club rounds being
played by members across the country to be
estimated. The following table summarises these
estimates by state.

Based on the data reported, 31.4 rounds per member
per annum represents a 9% decline in the average
number of rounds played on a per member basis in
golf clubs across the country. This result reflects the
trend seen in total membership numbers in that club
memberships are typically given up when playing
frequencies do not result in club-based golf being
value for money. 

State round averages per member are illustrated in
the following graph.

Other key information extracted from the 2004 
survey follows:

! The average number of rounds played across all
clubs was approximately 23,000.

! Clubs in the $1,000 to $1,500 annual fee category
reported the highest levels of member playing
frequency, an average of 38 rounds per annum.

! The average number of recorded rounds per
member increases along with club membership
numbers, until member numbers exceed 1,200. 
As clubs in this category also typically have the
highest annual fees, this suggests that the value 
of a golf membership may be as much about the
opportunity to play golf at a high-quality facility, 
as the frequency of golf play.

! Member rounds account for an average of 77% of
all rounds played at golf clubs. 

The following table summarise key information
concerning annual rounds played.

State Av rounds 2003 % of Estimated % of 
played per Club total rounds per total
annum per members members annum rounds

member

VIC 30.9 124,926 27% 3,860,200 26%

NSW 30.1 190,009 40% 5,719,300 39%

QLD 35.9 78,456 17% 2,816,600 19%

SA 33.1 33,831 7% 1,119,800 8%

WA 30.9 29,369 6% 907,500 6%

TAS 26.3 13,206 3% 347,300 2%

Average 31.4 469,797 100% 14,751,600 100%

40 --

30 --

20 --

10 --

0 --

40 --

30 --

20 --

10 --

0 --
VIC   NSW QLD SA WA TAS Average  VIC   NSW QLD SA WA TAS Average  

20012001 20042004

Average rounds played per member per state - 2001 to 2004Average rounds played per member per state - 2001 to 2004

Number of Average rounds Average rounds % Member 
members played per member rounds

< 300 or less 4,820 27.5 80%

301 - 700 24,095 32.0 67%

701 - 1200 43,508 35.7 75%

1200 > 54,682 30.3 82%

Average 22,884 31.4 77%
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Member Introduced Green Fees
The member introduced (MI) green fee is charged to
member guests. In theory, in setting this fee (and the
public green fee), the relationship to member yield (as
detailed in the previous section) should be
considered. It is this relationship that the consumer
ultimately looks at to determine their type of
participation, be it as a member or a public golfer.
Should they choose to be a member, they would
therefore expect a ‘discount’ against the average 
cost of social participation for committing to a club
membership (on the assumption that the course
would otherwise also be available).

Some of the key findings from the 2004 survey
concerning MI and public fees include:

! MI green fees are offered at approximately 50% of
clubs around the country.

! Approximately 75% of private clubs offer these
discounted fees.

! As annual fees increase so does the likelihood of MI
fees being available.

! On average, MI fees have grown by 15%
since 2001.

The following graph summarises the average public
green fees by annual fee category, including
comparable fees from 2001.
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 <$100 $100 $250 $500 $1,000 $1,500 $2,000> 
        -$249 -$499 -$999 -$1,499 -$1,999

 Annual Fee

 <$100 $100 $250 $500 $1,000 $1,500 $2,000> 
        -$249 -$499 -$999 -$1,499 -$1,999

 Annual Fee

Member introduced green fees by annual fee category - 2001 to 2004Member introduced green fees by annual fee category - 2001 to 2004

20012001 20042004

Key Findings
The review of member fee levels, including MI fees
and public fees, allows a number of key pricing
measures to be determined. The key findings are:

! The results indicate that MI fees are offered at an
increasing discount to the average cost of member
participation. This acknowledges the restrictions
placed on the availability of MI fees and the likely
frequency with which they can be accessed. (i.e as
course occupancy increases the opportunities for
guest play decreases).

! The MI fee at clubs ranges from a 25% to 50%
discount on the public fee.

! Public green fees range from approximately 20% 
to 100% above resultant member yields, averaging
out at a 33% premium above the cost to a club
member.

The table below summarises the relationship that
these fees have with member yield and public green
fees. Clubs should refer to this table as they assess
the pricing structure of the fees charged to access
their golf facilities.

Annual Fee Average MI Average % MI discount Average % Public premium % MI discount
fee for 18 holes member yield to member yield public fee over member yield to public fee

< $100 $5 $5 0% $10 100% 50%

$100-$249 $9 $9 0% $14 56% 36%

$250-$499 $14 $15 7% $20 33% 30%

$500-$999 $21 $22 5% $28 27% 25%

$1,000-$1,499 $32 $41 22% $50 22% 36%

$1,500-$1,999 $45 $72 38% $92 28% 51%

$2,000 > $62 $86 28% $118 37% 47%
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Semi-private, Public and Resort
course Green Fees
A key component of golf club income is that received
from public green fees. As the number of rounds
played by the public at semi-private, public and resort
courses typically accounts for 25% to 75% of all
rounds played, the income from green fees can be
significant and represents an important part of the
annual revenue stream.  

The following table summarises the average green
fees charged by course type and annual rounds,
providing a benchmark which individual operations
can be measured against. 

Comparison to 2001

The 2004 survey revealed that green fees have grown by
an average of approximately 10% per year since 2001.
Resort courses have seen higher than average growth,
achieving an increase of approximately 15% per year.
These findings are illustrated in the graph below. 

Frequent play schemes

As courses with greater dependency on daily demand
deal with current market conditions, certain levels of
demand are being secured via annual playing passes,
or frequent playing schemes. This source of demand
acts as a base, allowing further demand to be built
around it.

The 2004 survey found that approximately 20% of
semi-private, public and resort-based courses are
offering these playing passes. Surprisingly, many
clubs and courses which reported unfilled
membership and rounds capacity do not offer this
type of product. In times of changing participation
patterns clubs should further investigate these
schemes. 

The following table and graph summarise 
these findings.

Annual rounds Semi-private Public Resort

< 3000 $11 $10 –

3001 - 15000 $17 $15 $24

15001 - 30000 $26 $20 $76

30001 - 45000 $30 $21 $59

45000 > $29 $22 $108

frequent play Course Capacity
memberships <50% 50%-70% 71%-90% 91%-100% 100% >

% clubs 21% 12% 10% 11% 21%

% clubs offering frequent play memberships% clubs offering frequent play memberships

  $1 - $15 $16 - $25 $26 - $40 $41 - $60 $61 - $80 $80 > Average

 Public green fee 

  $1 - $15 $16 - $25 $26 - $40 $41 - $60 $61 - $80 $80 > Average

 Public green fee 
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Private 2001 Private 2004 Semi-private Public Resort
 comparison                              2004
Private 2001 Private 2004 Semi-private Public Resort
 comparison                              2004

20012001 20042004

Note: Semi-Private not defined in 2001 and therefore included in 2001 Private category. 
2nd Private column included for comparison purposes.
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Club Competitions
Club competitions are a major component of golf
club operations. They are typically run on a break-
even basis, after accounting for ball prize costs,
trophies/vouchers and other competition costs such
as marshalling and score cards. 

The 2004 survey found that 95% of clubs charge a
fee for club competitions, separate to the annual fee.
The clubs that don’t charge a competition fee have
built them into their annual fee charge and are
predominantly in the $2000 + annual fee category.

Average competition fee rate

The following tables summarise the average
competition fees charged at clubs by annual fee
category and by membership numbers. Both tables
provide useable benchmarks for individual clubs.

Average length of time per competition round

Slow play is becoming an increasing problem for golf
clubs across Australia. The Australian Golf Industry
Report - 2002 reported that slow play was already an
increasing concern in 2002, however just what slow
play is has never been accurately defined or
quantified. 

The 2004 survey collected and analysed more micro
data to determine what a reasonable expectation is
given today’s operating environment while also being
aware of wider social time pressures. 

The 2004 survey asked clubs to state their average
length of time required per competition round. The
survey found that, on average, competition rounds
are taking between 4 hours to 4.15 hours to
complete. 

Responses by specified time blocks are graphed
below:

In order to establish the time interval at which slow
play becomes a fair concern, the length of time
reported against the level of concern as indicated by
each club was assessed. The analysis found that
speed of play becomes a concern for the majority
when round times begin to exceed 4 - 4.15 hours, 
as illustrated in this table.

The measures above are an industry average. Other
findings are also evident when assessed by different
club variables. They include: 

! Clubs with higher annual fees have slower pace of
play expectations as members seek ‘on course
value’ for the fee they have paid.  

! Average round time increases as member numbers
increase.

! There is a direct correlation between the length of
the course and the length of time taken per round.

Annual fee Average
competition fee

< $100 $4.60

$100-$249 $5.30

$250-$499 $6.40

$500-$999 $6.80

$1,000-$1,499 $5.20

$1,500-$1,999 $4.80

$2,000 > $5.60

Average $5.60

Number of Average
members competition fee

< 300 $5.20

301 - 700 $6.00

701 - 1200 $6.70

1200 > $5.20

Average $5.60

% of clubs by average length of competition round% of clubs by average length of competition round
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< 4 hours 4hrs-4.15 4.16-4.30 4.31-4.45 4.45 +< 4 hours 4hrs-4.15 4.16-4.30 4.31-4.45 4.45 +

Av length of competition round % Clubs concerned about slow play

< 4 hours 32%

4hrs - 4.15 50%

4.16 - 4.30 59%

4.31 - 4.45 71%

4.45 > 57%



Age Mix Overview
In order to put the club age mix profiles in context, it
is appropriate to illustrate the differences between the
wider population as reported by the Australian Bureau
of Statistics (ABS), the total golf population as
reported by the Australian Sports Commission (ASC)
and the specific club mix as reported by respondents
in the 2004 survey. 

The graph above identifies a general challenge 
for the golf industry. This being a population base
significantly more advanced than the general
population.

The line marked ‘Total population’ is relatively flat,
declining slightly when moving through the higher age
brackets. 

The line marked ‘Total ASC’ tracks the mix of the
wider golf population, identifying that the level of
interest in the game is also relatively consistent
across the age brackets once the junior years have
passed. 

The line marked ‘Total club’, tracking the club age
mix, clearly shows that the appeal of a club-based

environment increases as age increases. Golf clubs
begin to exceed the total age population mix at 45
years and shortly thereafter exceed the wider golf
participation age mix. 

With the wider national age mix expected to continue
to shift upwards,the golf club age mix will naturally
move with it, making the club industry susceptible to
future unbalanced age mixes. This is an issue that all
clubs should be actively working on as they attempt to
secure a healthy operating outlook.

The specific patterns evident in both genders as
reported by the ABS, ASC and the 2004 survey are
illustrated in the following graphs.
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The Australian Golf Industry Report - 2002 provided
the industry with an understanding of the impacts of
the ageing Australian population on the golf industry.
Data available at that time showed the golf industry to
be well in advance of the general population in terms
of age structure and therefore was particularly
susceptible to the ageing trend evident across the
country. 

Since this time, all clubs have been encouraged to be
more aware of their own member age profile and 

cognisant of the impacts of ageing membership on
their business. Until now, the only data available on
age profiles was that provided by the Australian
Sports Commission in regard to all golf participants. 

Recognising the fact that different patterns will be
evident amongst the golf club community, the 2004
survey gathered further information in this area,
enabling the typical golf club age profile to be
established. This section of the report examines the
survey findings.
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Club Age Mix

Age mix awareness

The 2004 survey found that approximately 60% of
clubs were able to report their age mix, as
summarised in the table above. 

All clubs should be able to report their age mix and
be able to measure it against this industry average,
determining how susceptible they are to the wider
ageing trend evident across the country. 

Age mix by gender

The 2004 survey collected membership numbers by
age groups. Following analysis of this data, a national
club age profile has been created. The following table
summarises the current mix for male and female club
golfers as reported by clubs across the country.

The following points are noted:

! The male age mix is generally more balanced than
the typical female mix due to higher participation of
younger males compared to females and less
weighting through the senior ages.

! Over 55% of the female club golfers are aged 55
years or greater, compared to 40% of male club
numbers.

Male age mix 

The tables below provide the industry average for age
mix by gender. Further analysis of survey results show
variances in this mix when assessed by gender and
different club operations drivers. The following tables
summarise the male age mix when assessed by
annual fee levels and club membership numbers,
allowing clubs to match their own member profile.

Key points

! Male age mix varies by annual fee price points, with
youth numbers declining and aged numbers
increasing as fees increase.

! Smaller clubs are more likely to have a more
consistent mix across age groups.

! The $500 to $999 annual fee category and the 
700 to 1200 member category most resemble the
average male age mix.
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Annual fee % clubs aware of age mix

< $100 55%

$100-$249 56%

$250-$499 60%

$500-$999 61%

$1,000-$1,499 78%

$1,500-$1,999 76%

$2,000 > 71%

Average 60%

Annual Males
fee < 25 25-34 35-44 45-54 55-64 65 >

$100-$249 11% 19% 20% 24% 15% 11%

$250-$499 15% 8% 17% 22% 21% 17%

$500-$999 11% 10% 17% 20% 22% 20%

$1,000-$1,499 10% 10% 15% 21% 24% 20%

$1,500-$1,999 9% 10% 15% 26% 22% 18%

$2,000 > 8% 10% 16% 21% 24% 21%

Number of Males
members < 25 25-34 35-44 45-54 55-64 65 >

< 300 16% 12% 18% 22% 16% 16%

301 - 700 14% 9% 19% 21% 22% 16%

701 - 1200 11% 10% 18% 21% 23% 17%

1200 > 9% 10% 15% 21% 24% 21%

Age groups Male Female Total

< 25 12% 6% 10%

25 - 34 10% 6% 9%

35 - 44 17% 12% 16%

45 - 54 21% 22% 22%

55 - 64 22% 30% 24%

65 > 18% 25% 20%

Total 100% 100% 100%



Female age mix

Similarly to the male age mix, further analysis of
survey results show that variances to the female
industry average also exist when assessed by annual
fee levels and club membership numbers. The tables
below will allow clubs to match their own profile
against a like golf club.

Key points

! The female age mix is still quite consistent when
assessed by annual fee levels and membership
numbers. This suggests that regardless of price,
females do not start to join clubs in any significant
number until the 35 - 44 age bracket.

! The $250 to $499 annual fee category and the 
700 to 1200 member category most resemble the
average female age mix.
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Number of Females 
members < 25 25-34 35-44 45-54 55-64 65 >

< 300 9% 8% 14% 25% 26% 17%

301 - 700 4% 5% 16% 24% 28% 23%

701 - 1200 4% 5% 12% 24% 31% 23%

1200 > 6% 5% 10% 21% 30% 28%

Annual Females
fee < 25 25-34 35-44 45-54 55-64 65 >

$100-$249 9% 9% 15% 24% 27% 16%

$250-$499 5% 5% 14% 22% 31% 23%

$500-$999 4% 4% 12% 22% 29% 29%

$1,000-$1,499 5% 5% 9% 22% 30% 28%

$1,500-$1,999 6% 4% 9% 23% 31% 28%

$2,000 > 4% 4% 10% 19% 34% 30%

SECTION 2 REPORT SUMMARY
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The Golf Club Committee
Being on a golf club committee brings with it legally
assigned responsibilities. Recent actions by
Australian courts and increasing expectations in the
corporate governance arena generally have only
created heightened pressure in this area. 

Results from the 2004 survey reflect this pressure in
golf clubs, with 48% of clubs reporting that they now
have difficulties filling committee positions with
qualified people due to increased club governance
requirements. The positions of President, Treasurer
and Secretary are causing most concern. Victorian
clubs reported the largest difficulty, with
approximately 52% of clubs indicating heightened
challenges. Other findings include:

! Less issues exist in metropolitan clubs (38%) than
country clubs (51%), likely due to greater
membership numbers to draw from.

! South Australian metropolitan clubs were almost
twice the metropolitan average with approximately
70% reporting recruiting difficulties.

! Greater recruitment challenges are felt in the mid-
tier clubs with lower annual fees.

These findings are summarised in the tables and
graph following.

Average size of club committee

As clubs around the country address the operating
challenges they are facing, the structure of a club
board will dictate its effectiveness as a decision
making body. With decisions typically made on a
majority basis, odd numbers are normally desired
however the 2004 survey found that the average 
size of boards across the country is 10 people. The
following tables and graph summarise these survey
findings.

Annual % Clubs reporting
fee difficulties

< $100 42%

$100-$249 50%

$250-$499 64%

$500-$999 54%

$1,000-$1,499 41%

$1,500-$1,999 15%

$2,000 > 14%

Average 48%

Number % Clubs reporting
of members difficulties

< 300 46%

301 - 700 62%

701 - 1200 46%

1200 > 28%

Average 48%
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Annual fee Average
Board size

< $100 10

$100-$249 11

$250-$499 11

$500-$999 9

$1,000-$1,499 9

$1,500-$1,999 9

$2,000 > 10

Average 10

Number Average
of members Board size

< 300 11

301 - 700 10

701 - 1200 9

1200 > 10

Average 10

Corporate Governance
One of the biggest challenges facing the industry is
increasing corporate governance requirements. The
2004 survey researched this area in greater detail as
smooth governance is a common trait in successful
clubs. As clubs report increasing difficulties in 

attracting qualified people into committee positions,
the role and the importance of the club General
Manager has never been more important.
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Female representation

As society has moved through equal opportunity and
gender equity issues, traditional male-oriented golf
clubs have had to respond and female representation
or involvement on club boards is becoming an
increasingly discussed issue. Acknowledging the
value that female representation can bring to a club
board in both a business and social sense, clubs are
now permanently setting aside positions for female
representatives, regardless of their membership
category.

Further data was gathered on this issue in the 2004
survey. It was found that, on average, 30% of
Australian clubs now have female representation on
their boards. Other findings include:

! Female representation is highest in WA and SA.

! Female representation is lowest in NSW, at only
17% of clubs.

! Female representation is generally higher at clubs
with lower fees and lower membership numbers.

These findings are summarised in the following
tables and graph.

Restrictions on length of term

As clubs are experiencing heightened pressure to
attract suitably qualified people into committee roles,
the traditional club structure sometimes brings with it
restrictions that only serve to increase these
pressures. 

The 2004 survey found that over 40% of clubs have
limits in place as to how many consecutive terms can
be served by any one committee member. In terms of
executive positions, it was found that approximately
20% of clubs have limits in place. These findings are
summarised below.

VIC   NSW QLD SA WA TAS Average VIC   NSW QLD SA WA TAS Average 

% of clubs with female representation by state% of clubs with female representation by state
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100% --
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60% --

40% --

20% --

0% --

Annual fee % of clubs with Average
female representation positions available

< $100 35% 3

$100-$249 39% 2

$250-$499 28% 2

$500-$999 20% 2

$1,000-$1,499 17% 2

$1,500-$1,999 10% 1

$2,000 > 17% 2

Average 29% 2

Total % of clubs with Average
members female representation positions available

< 300 38% 2

301 - 700 29% 2

701 - 1200 14% 2

1200 > 14% 1

Average 29% 2

General Committee
Annual fee No limit 1 Year 2 Years 3 > years

< $100 78% 9% 7% 6%

$100-$249 59% 10% 22% 9%

$250-$499 47% 9% 34% 10%

$500-$999 65% 11% 19% 5%

$1,000-$1,499 37% 11% 37% 15%

$1,500-$1,999 – – 43% 57%

$2,000 > 25% 31% 13% 31%

Average 56% 11% 22% 11%

Executive Committee
Annual fee No limit 1 Year 2 Years 3 > years

< $100 91% 3% 3% 3%

$100-$249 84% 3% 8% 5%

$250-$499 81% 6% 8% 5%

$500-$999 78% 2% 10% 10%

$1,000-$1,499 64% 7% 10% 19%

$1,500-$1,999 56% 11% 6% 27%

$2,000 > 50% 8% 8% 34%

Average 81% 4% 7% 8%
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Charity Donations
Golf clubs continue to be known for their
philanthropic ways. The 2004 survey requested
information on the level of support provided by clubs
to charities and survey results found that four out of
every five clubs hosted a charity event during the
year. This level of participation in charity days was
consistent across clubs of all sizes and fee levels.
This level matches that recorded in 2002 and
highlights the continued support by the industry of
worthy causes.

Based on the survey results, it is estimated that
approximately $18.9 million was raised by over 1,000
clubs across the country in the financial years
reported, as summarised in the table to the right.

State Average Estimated Estimated
funds number of clubs revenue
raised that hosted charity raised

per club events

VIC $14,400 267 $3,839,000

NSW $29,000 307 $8,897,000

QLD $18,400 207 $3,814,000

SA $9,800 99 $972,000

WA $7,600 154 $1,168,000

TAS $5,200 34 $174,000

Total $17,677 1,067 $18,864,000

Pro Shop Operations
Pro shops are often the main point of contact for all
members and visitors to any club and therefore are
an essential part of golf club operations. The 2004
survey found that approximately one in two clubs
around the country have a pro shop. 

Other key findings include:

! Those clubs that do not operate a pro shop are
predominately in country areas with annual fees
below $500 and annual rounds below 15,000.

! The majority of public courses do not have
dedicated pro shops.

Pro shop control

The 2004 survey found that approximately 70% of
pro shops nationally are operated by golf
professionals contracted by golf clubs, a slight
increase from the 65% recorded in the 2002 report. 

While the overall numbers reveal an increase in the
number of pro shops operated by contracted
professionals, further analysis of the survey data
reveals that a meaningful shift has occurred in the
type of pro shop being operated by the traditional
golf professional. 

As illustrated in the graph below, there has been an
increase in the number of clubs choosing to self-
operate their pro shop, particularly towards to the
higher end of the annual fee scale, with professionals
increasing the number of pro shops operated at the
lower end of the fee scale. 

This trend was first highlighted in the 2002 report 
and it now appears that there is an increasing desire
for clubs to control the pro shop member/visitor
interaction to provide a consistent level of member
service and retain the revenue typically allocated to a
professional such as retail equipment, cart hire and
competition fees.
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Other Golf Club Challenges
The 2004 survey asked respondents to state their
level of concern towards a number of issues. Using
comparable data from the Australian Golf Industry
Report - 2002, the changing views towards these
issues can be measured. The issues surveyed were:

! Rising maintenance costs

! Insurance costs / availability

! Slow play

! Cost of labour

! Environmental issues

! Attraction of new members

! Water costs / restrictions

! Taxes / rates

Further, in order to provide timely feedback on some
more recent issues, additional topics were added.
These were:

! Corporate governance requirements

! Public liability

! Attraction of new members (male, female, juniors)

The following scale was used in order 
to measure the level of concern:
1 No Concern 2 Somewhat Concerned

3 Concerned 4 Very Concerned

5 Extremely Concerned

Public liability

Public liability is clearly a serious concern for the
industry. As highlighted by the recent Magnetic Island
case, the industry is now very aware of the courts’
view towards liability. The AGU has had individual
golfer insurance in place since 1991, with public
liability policies allowing clubs and their members to
cover themselves against such exposures via the
AGU’s preferred insurance broker Freeman
McMurrick. 

Given the level of concern the industry has regarding
liability, and the potential monetary exposure, all
clubs and golf facility operators are advised to
purchase this insurance. The AGU and their brokers
continue to investigate all avenues to reduce the cost
of this insurance while also providing adequate
protection for clubs and their members.  

Insurance costs
The cost of insurance continues to be a concern for
the industry. The realities are however, that insurance
is a cost of business in the 21st century and is a cost
that must be allowed for. Clubs are advised not to
take short cuts in this area, and should ensure that
members are aware of the costs of providing them
with golf facilities. 

Attraction of new members
The 2004 survey findings indicate a heightened level
of concern regarding the attraction of new members,
particularly females. There are no guaranteed
solutions to the issue, except that all clubs will have
different circumstances and therefore different needs.

Recent research undertaken by the AGU and Ernst &
Young has identified that the consumer desires a shift
away from the ‘traditional’ membership offering and 
is seeking a product that better suits their needs in
terms of course availability, frequency of play and
value for money. It is recommended that clubs seek
to understand their existing members’ needs and
then determine what alternative membership
products might better suit them and new members. 

Rank Golf club issues Total Metropolitan Country
mean mean mean
score score score

1 Public liability 4.4 4.0 4.5

2 Insurance costs/availability 4.2 3.9 4.2

3 Attraction of female members 4.0 3.7 4.1

4 Attraction of male members 3.7 3.2 3.9

5 Attraction of juniors 3.6 3.3 3.7

6 Rising maintenance costs 3.5 3.4 3.6

7 Water cost/restrictions 3.4 3.8 3.3

8 Corporate governance 3.2 3.2 3.2

9 Environmental issues 3.1 3.4 3.0

10 Costs of labour 3.1 3.4 3.0

11 Tax/rates 2.9 3.0 2.8

12 Slow play 2.6 3.5 2.3
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Movement since 2001

Since 2001, the most movement in terms of club
concern has been around water and environmental
issues. The change in the mean scores are
summarised in the table below.

Water costs/restrictions

Unfortunately there is no magical solution to the
water challenges currently faced by the industry. The
industry must simply adapt to the evolving climate
patterns. Some key points concerning water include: 

! Water is more of a concern in metropolitan areas,
with the greatest concern held in metropolitan South
Australia as well as country-based Victorian clubs.

! Golf clubs with annual fees of $1,000 or greater are
becoming increasingly concerned with the water
costs/restrictions currently imposed. These clubs
typically have higher levels of consumption and
many face increasing pressure from members and
visitors to maintain the golf course to at least their
current standard. 

Environmental issues

The level of concern relating to environmental issues
has undoubtedly been heightened by the recent
findings against a club in Sydney for environmental
pollution. A knock-on effect of this court ruling is
increased awareness of the level of exposure clubs
may have as far as their own environmental practices
and chemical usage are concerned. It is also reported
that environmental authorities are now enforcing
stricter work practices on the industry, with the
frequency of inspections increasing. All clubs are
advised to ensure they are being proactive in terms of
their environmental responsibilities as the courts have
made it clear that ignorance will not be tolerated. 

Conclusions
The issues causing higher levels of concern are all
linked to club expenditure. This indicates a general
concern with increasing costs, making the application
of research provided in this report even more
important. As the cost of business in the 21st 
century increases, efficient operational management
is essential.  

The industry is clearly reaching a point where some
clubs are being challenged beyond their capabilities.
Referring to industry research such as this report
provides clubs with an excellent base of information.
It is how they apply it at a micro level that will
determine how viable they remain in coming years.

Water cost/ Environmental 
Score restrictions issues

All 2004 mean score 3.4 3.1

2002 mean score 3.0 2.8

Change +0.4 +0.3

Metro 2004 - mean score 3.8 3.4

2002 - mean score 3.1 3.2

Change +0.7 +0.2

Country 2004 mean score 3.3 3.0

2002 mean score 3.0 2.7

Change +0.3 +0.3
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This section contains two special topics - junior golf and national participation. Junior golf looks at junior
membership numbers and the involvement of clubs in junior programs around the country. The national participation
review provides an update on total national participation numbers and looks at the patterns evident by state,
gender, age group and frequency of play.
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Junior Membership
The 2004 survey gathered further information on the
number of junior golfers in Australian golf clubs,
continuing on from the analysis of junior club
membership numbers in the Australian Golf Industry
Report - 2002. Further age and gender details were
included in the survey, allowing the mix and size of
junior membership numbers to be determined. For
the purposes of the survey junior members were
defined as 17 years and under. 

Junior numbers

As highlighted in Section 4 of this report, club
members below 25 years of age accounted for an
average of 10% of memberships. In terms of junior
numbers, the 2004 survey found that the 17 and
under age category accounted for an average of 6%
of all members. 

In terms of gender, male juniors accounted for 
8% of all male memberships, whilst female juniors
accounted for 3% of all female memberships. The
junior membership mix was higher for both genders 
in regional areas. 

These numbers are summarised in the following table.

Key Findings 

! Junior membership in golf clubs is comparably low
when compared to a number of other countries.
Sweden, with 20% of all golfers aged 19 years or
less and New Zealand, with 12%, highlight that
junior members are currently under-represented in
Australian clubs. The AGU advocates a goal of 10%
of all members being juniors by 2010 or ‘10 by 10’.

! An even greater concern is the level of junior
females in clubs, with the average club having only
3% junior females in their total membership. 

! The percentage of junior boys to junior girls is 87%
to 13%, compared to the wider gender mix of
approximately 79% to 21%, indicating an
unbalanced number of junior girls in golf clubs.

! Country golf clubs have on average at least twice
the number of junior members in percentage terms
compared to metropolitan clubs.

Comparison to previous surveys

The 2004 survey found the level of junior age
representation to be consistent with that identified in
the 1995 and 2001 AGU surveys. These results at club
level do not reflect the strong growth in junior golf
program delivery evident through the AGU’s Go-Go
Golf program, the Golf for Schools program and Get
Into Golf resources and other programs run by state
golf associations and junior golf foundations. This
indicates the need for more proactive initiatives by
clubs and golf organisations to encourage and retain
young golfers in clubs.

Junior Programs

The 2004 survey measured the level of junior
participation across the following areas:

! Structured junior programs.

! Interaction with local schools.

! The provision of regular coaching services from a
professional golfer.

! The Go-Go Golf program or Golf for Schools
program.

! National Coaching Accreditation Scheme (NCAS)
trained personnel.

Structured junior programs

! 52% of clubs have a junior program, an increase of
almost 3% since 2001. 

! Generally, the greater the annual fee and
membership number, the more likely a club will be
to conduct a junior program. However, it appears
that many clubs are not facilitating the transfer of
juniors from these programs into club memberships.

! 86% of all clubs with greater than 1200 members
have a junior program, an increase of 5% from
2001. 

! Approximately 60% of all clubs in NSW and
Queensland offer junior programs. These are the only
two states with a result over 50% and indicate the
active roles played by the Jack Newton and Greg
Norman Junior Golf Foundations in these two states.

% of total membership Male Female Average

Metro junior 5% 2% 4%

Regional junior 10% 5% 9%

Total junior 8% 3% 6%
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! A total of 48% of all golf clubs in Australia do not
have a structured junior program. As most clubs are
also struggling for junior members, the formulation
of a structured junior program offers clubs a
significant benefit. 

These findings are summarised in the following
tables.

Interaction with local schools

! Overall figures remain constant at approximately
51% from the 2001 to 2004 surveys, with little
difference seen when measured by annual fee and
total member categories.

! New South Wales, Queensland, Victoria and the
Tasmania recorded figures above 50% for club
interaction with schools while Western Australia 
and South Australia recorded figures below 40%.

! The overall figures remain encouraging and indicate
that the AGU’s Go-Go Golf program, Get into Golf
and the Golf for Schools program have been
valuable resources for clubs and schools to help
develop relationships and activities.

The following tables highlight the findings by annual
fee and membership numbers.

Professional coaching services

! Once a club’s annual fee exceeds $500, the club has
at least a 90% chance of having a professional golfer
offering regular coaching services, reflecting the lack
of coaching generally offered in regional areas.

! The greater the number of members the more likely
it is that a club will have a professional golfer
providing coaching services.

! 60% of all courses offer access to professional
coaching, an increase of 5% from 2001.

! Professional coaching is available in less than 45%
of clubs in WA, Tasmania and SA. This reflects the
large percentage of regional courses with low
membership numbers. 

The tables below and on the following page highlight
the findings by annual fee and membership numbers.

Annual fee % clubs with junior programs
2001 2004

< $100 24% 21%

$100-$249 37% 37%

$250-$499 67% 63%

$500-$999 76% 73%

$1,000-$1,499 69% 81%

$1,500-$1,999 75% 90%

$2,000 > 73% 58%

Average 49% 52%

Number of % clubs with junior programs
members 2001 2004

< 300 28% 28%

301 - 700 65% 69%

700 - 1200 80% 83%

1200 > 81% 86%

Average 49% 52%

Annual fee % of clubs regular interaction with local schools
2001 2004

< $100 38% 31%

$100-$249 53% 62%

$250-$499 72% 61%

$500-$999 68% 61%

$1,000-$1,499 50% 54%

$1,500-$1,999 44% 58%

$2,000 > 13% 36%

Average 51% 52%

Number of % of clubs regular interaction with local schools
members 2001 2004

300 or less 43% 45%

301 - 700 64% 63%

701 - 1200 63% 51%

1200 > 65% 66%

Average 51% 52%

% of clubs with a professional golfer providing regular coaching services
Annual fee 2001 2004

< $100 18% 20%

$100-$249 38% 36%

$250-$499 75% 71%

$500-$999 98% 92%

$1,000-$1,499 100% 96%

$1,500-$1,999 100% 100%

$2,000 > 100% 90%

Average 55% 60%
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Go-Go Golf program and 
Golf for Schools program

! Almost a quarter of all golf clubs in Australia offer
the Go-Go Golf or Golf for Schools program, with
an average program size of 22 participants. This
indicates that golf clubs are relatively active in local
schools and confirms that the challenge for clubs is
to convert school participation into club members.

! Clubs charging annual fees between $1,000 -
$1,999 are more likely to offer the programs, with at
least 30% of clubs in this category involved in
schools. These clubs also have the highest number
of average participants.

! Clubs with a greater number of members are more
likely to offer the programs, with 30% of all clubs
with more than 1200 members offering such
services.

The following tables highlight the findings by annual
fee and membership numbers.

National Coaching Accreditation Scheme
(NCAS) trained personnel

! 25% of all clubs in Australia have NCAS trained
personnel. This is an increase of 7% from 2001 and
is an encouraging result over the last three years.

! Queensland again recorded the highest figure, with
45% of all clubs having NCAS trained personnel.
This figure reflects the strong commitment by the
Greg Norman Golf Foundation to conduct NCAS
courses throughout the state.

! As the total number of members per club increases
so does the likelihood of the club having NCAS
trained personnel. Approximately 50% of clubs with
more than 700 members have such personnel. This
indicates one of the benefits of bigger membership
sizes, allowing personnel with wider skills and
training to focus on specific segments of the
market for new golfers.

! As annual fees increase so does the likelihood of
the club having NCAS trained personnel. 63% of
clubs in the $1,500 - $1,999 category have NCAS
trained personnel, which also highlights why these
clubs recorded the highest number (32%) of Go-Go
Golf and Golf for Schools programs. This again
reinforces the link between trained personnel and
active school programs. 

The following tables highlight the findings by annual
fee and membership numbers.

% of clubs with a professional golfer providing regular coaching services
Number of members 2001 2004

< 300 28% 31%

301 - 700 85% 82%

701 - 1200 99% 94%

1200 > 96% 98%

Average 55% 60%

Annual fee % of clubs with Go Go Golf program
2001 2004

< $100 22% 18

$100-$249 21% 22

$250-$499 26% 22

$500-$999 31% 20

$1,000-$1,499 30% 27

$1,500-$1,999 32% 36

$2,000 > 13% 12

Average 24% 22

Number of % of clubs with Go Go Golf program
members 2001 2004

< 300 22% 19

301 - 700 22% 22

701 - 1200 27% 23

1200 > 30% 29

Average 24% 22

Annual fee % of clubs with NCAS personnel
2001 2004

< $100 9% 9%

$100-$249 12% 19%

$250-$499 21% 26%

$500-$999 29% 38%

$1,000-$1,499 38% 36%

$1,500-$1,999 31% 63%

$2,000 > 20% 52%

Average 17% 25%

Number of % of clubs with NCAS personnel
members 2001 2004

< 300 12% 14%

301 - 700 23% 30%

701 - 1200 27% 47%

1200 > 39% 46%

Average 17% 25%
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Australian golf participation

Introduction

In August 2004, the Australian Sports Commission
(ASC) released their latest annual survey titled
“Participation in Exercise, Recreation and Sport Survey
2003”. The survey, which collects information on the
frequency, nature and type of activities of persons
aged 15 years and over found that 1.283 million people
or 8.2% of the Australian adult population play golf,
with the sport continuing to be one of the most
popular participation sports in Australia. 

The ASC have now been collecting this data for three
years, using a consistent methodology. The table
below summarises the reported numbers, along with
national club membership numbers as reported by the
AGU. As the table indicates, there has been a general
shift away from club-based golf since 2001, and a
movement towards social golf. On the assumption that
all lost club golfers remained golfers, a further 28,000
new golfers were gained over this two year period. 

In order to gain a clearer understanding of the
underlying trends in golf participation in Australia, the
following section provides a detailed breakdown of
golf participation by gender, age and frequency of
play with additional analysis as required.

Participation by gender

The patterns evident by gender have been very
consistent at a national level since 2001. Male
participation has hovered around 14%, with male
golfers accounting for approximately 78% to 80% of
the total golf population. Over the last three years
female participation has floated in the low 3% range.
The following chart illustrates these historical
participation patterns on a gender basis. 

Participation analysis by state

Despite a seemingly consistent national participation
pattern, golf participation levels vary considerably
when assessed on a state basis. Key points worth
noting are:

! Victoria is the most participatory state, with an
average 1% higher than the national result of 8.2%.

! Victoria also has the highest level of male
participation, nearly 2% above the national male
average.

! The lowest levels of male participation are in the
Northern Territory and the ACT, with South
Australia, Tasmania and the Northern Territory
having the lowest levels of female participation.

! Western Australia had the highest level of female
golf participation as a percentage of the population
(when measured in 2003).

The following table summarises participation rates
across all states as measured by the ASC in 2003.

Male % Female % Average %

NSW 14.1 2.9 8.4

VIC 15.0 3.4 9.1

QLD 11.6 3.7 7.6

SA 12.1 2.4 7.2

WA 11.4 4.6 8.0

TAS 12.6 2.5 7.5

NT 9.8 2.5 6.3

ACT 10.6 3.5 7.0

Australia 13.3 3.3 8.2

Source: ASC and EY, 2003

Total Participants Club Members

2001 1,240,200 483,752

2002 1,337,100 477,084

2003 1,282,600 469,797

% Growth 3.4% -2.9%

Golfers gained/(lost) 42,400 (13,955)
over 2001
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4% --
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Intra-state participation

As different patterns are evident across each state in
terms of participation, there are also different levels of
participation within each state. Ernst & Young has
analysed unpublished ASC information and has found
that, overall, participation in golf is higher in regional
areas than in metropolitan areas, particularly amongst
females. Other findings include:

! Participation in NSW is slightly higher in
metropolitan areas for males while female
participation is higher in regional areas.

! Victoria easily has the highest rate of regional golf
participation in Australia, thanks to strong male
performance. 

The chart below illustrates metropolitan and country
participation in each state.

Age group analysis

The ASC survey also provides participation analysis
by age group. The historical participation patterns
have been reasonably consistent, with participation in
golf increasing in each age grouping. Participation
peaks in the 55-64 age category, with approximately
12% of this age group currently playing golf.
Participation levels grow by 50% in the 20 year period
between 34 years and 54 years, evidencing the
challenge of attracting golfers in the middle age
brackets who traditionally have increased demands
on time and incomes.

The following chart shows participation rate by age
category from 2001 to 2003.

In the table below further analysis has been
undertaken in the movement between age groups
from 2001 to 2003. The age mix evident over both of
these periods has remained stable, with only a slight
shift towards the higher end of the age scale. On a
positive front, there has been an increase of 28,000
golfers aged 25-44 years, generally considered to be
the hardest bracket in which to attract new players. 
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2001 % mix 2003 % mix Change
No. of No. of over 

Age golfers golfers 2001

15-24 years 95,800 8% 104,500 8% 8,700

25-34 years 228,700 18% 235,500 18% 6,800

35-44 years 234,300 19% 255,700 20% 21,400

45-54 years 279,000 22% 261,700 20% (17,300)

55-64 years 210,300 17% 234,400 18% 24,100

65+ years 192,100 15% 190,700 15% (1,400)

Average 1,240,200 100% 1,282,600 100% 42,400

Source: ASC 2003
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Age group and gender analysis

Splitting out numbers by gender reveals a similar
pattern. The key trend is the comparably delayed take-
up of the game by females compared to males.
Female participation as a percentage of the
population, does not exceed 2% until the 35-44 yrs
age group is reached but then grows at a significantly
quicker rate than male participation to reach its peak
in the 55-64 age category. The chart below illustrates
participation by gender for each of the age categories. 

Frequency of participation

Whilst overall participation is a key measure in
determining the health of the golf population, an
equally important trend is frequency of play. The
following analysis references the table below,
covering the period 2001 to 2003. 

The review of the period 2001 to 2003 in terms of
frequency of play revealed the following key findings:

! Over one third of golf participants still only play golf
on average once a month or less.

! The volume of these Infrequent and Occasional
golfers has fallen in both absolute and percentage
mix terms from 2001 to 2003, as fewer golfers
participate at this frequency.

! Much of the fall in the infrequent and occasional
golfer numbers was in male golfers.

! Numbers through the middle participation ranges
were reasonably steady, with gains in Core golfer
numbers offset by losses in the Keen golfer sector.

! Since 2001 there has been a considerable increase
in the amount of Avid golfers (those playing more
than once per week). Almost all of this increase has
been seen in female numbers. 
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Golf Ernst 2001 2001 2003 2003 Change
games per & Young No. of % mix No. of % mix 2003
year Classification golfers golfers over 2001

1-6 Infrequent 264,600 21% 248,100 19% (16,500)

7-12 Occasional 218,400 18% 199,600 16% (18,800)

13-26 Core 197,100 16% 222,400 17% 25,300

27-52 Keen 311,700 25% 291,100 23% (20,600)

53-104 Avid 190,000 15% 230,000 18% 40,000

105+ Avid 58,300 5% 91,400 7% 33,100

Total 1,240,100 100% 1,282,600 100% 42,400

Source: ASC & EY 2003
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Conclusions
The analysis undertaken in this chapter indicates that
the social golf market continues to be an increasingly
important market for Australian golf. Social golfers
now account for 63% of all golfers, up from 61% in
2001. In terms of rounds played, the social market
share has also grown by two percentage points, now
accounting for 57% of all rounds played. This
increasing mix is being driven by increasing frequency
from the social market. 

Some markets, such as NSW, are more protected
from the impacts of growing social golf demand than
markets such as Queensland, Victoria and the Western
states. The analysis undertaken has revealed that
growing social playing patterns are increasingly visible
in Victoria, Queensland and Western Australia. These
states have a high level of course accessibility/choice,
in that golf options are not only confined to play at
private and semi-private clubs. 

Clubs in these states along with their administration
bodies should be fully aware of this trend. In the
current climate of decreasing appeal for the 

traditional club membership model, the social golfer
should be targeted as a potential source of demand
and club income.

The AGU’s Golf Access Australia program, launched
in July 2004, is one initiative aimed at establishing
more formal links with social golfers in order to assist
clubs to increase revenues and gain new members.
This program will be most effective if clubs embrace
GAA members by providing opportunities for them 
to play in competitions and gain a glimpse of the
benefits of being a club member. 

Results of the 2003 Australian Golfer Survey indicated
that 78% of Australian social golfers wish to join a
club. This is complimented with evidence from similar
programs in Australia and overseas that show a rate
of between 30 and 50% of golfers who leave social
programs like GAA are moving to club membership. It
is therefore imperative that clubs adopt GAA while
also looking at innovative membership packages to
attract such individuals to their club. 
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Contacts
For more information about the Australian Golf 
Industry Report - 2004 please contact:

Jeff Blunden
Ernst & Young Real Estate Advisory Services
Ernst & Young Centre
680 George St
Sydney,  NSW  2000
Telephone: 02 9248 5555
Facsimile: 02 9276 9488

Dominic Wall
Australian Golf Union
Manager - Development
Golf Australia House
153-155 Cecil St
South Melbourne,  Victoria  3205
Telephone: 03 9699 7944
Facsimile: 03 9690 8510


